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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0616106A1] The invention proposes a window or a door with a hinge fitting 1 for a sash/leaf which is mounted on a frame such that it can
be rotated, tilted or folded out at least about a lateral axis, in particular with a corner-bearing assembly for side/bottom hung sash windows, doors
or the like, composed of a frame articulation component 2 and of a sash/leaf articulation component 3, of which each is anchored, via a fastening
socket 5 and 9, respectively, such that it bears on the frame or sash/leaf rebate peripheral surface and bears an articulation eyelet 18 and 22,
respectively, or a bearing sleeve, which permanently projects beyond the room-side end surface of the frame and engages in a concealed manner
into a receiving means provided on the rear side in the overhang impact surface of the sash/leaf. In order that the hinge fittings can be adjusted
at least transversely with respect to the common articulation axis and parallel with respect to the closure plane of the door or of the window, it is
provided - that the fastening socket 9 of the sash/leaf articulation component 3 is composed of a retaining rail 26, which is mounted such that it is
fixed to the sash/leaf, and of a carrier rail 27 which can be guided thereon such that it can be longitudinally displaced transversely with respect to the
axis 24-24 of the articulation eyelets or bearing sleeves 18, 22, in the direction of the sash/leaf plane, - that the carrier rail 27 has the sash/leaf-side
articulation eyelet or the sash/leaf-side articulation sleeve 22, with the axis position 24-24 directed transversely with respect to their displacement
direction, - that the carrier rail 27 and retaining rail 26 are connected by a threaded member 37 such that they can be longitudinally displaced with
respect to one another, - and that the threaded member 37, adjacent or next to the articulation eyelets or bearing sleeves 18, 22, is in positively
locking engagement both with the carrier rail 27 and with the retaining rail 26 and is accessible for actuation on that side of the sash/leaf rebate
peripheral surface 10 which is parallel to the axis 24-24 of the articulation eyelets or bearing sleeves 18, 22.
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